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Abstract 
This project is intended to show the viability of doing automatic chord recognition in real 
time. Actually, a system which acquires audio information and automatically recognizes 
the underlying musical chords in real time could be useful for online music analysis and 
music learning.   
The system uses the chroma features, which are very well fitted to the chord recognition 
task. Several classifiers have been tested and compared during the system development, 
especially the ones based on GMM, SVM, Parzen and KNN. After the chord hypothesis is 
obtained at the segmental level, a post-processing technique is applied, which takes into 
account the prior chord transition probabilities. 
Experimental results with three collected datasets consisting of sequences of guitar 
chords show that the system can achieve a recognition rate higher than 95% for a system 
latency of about 0.4s, being the achieved audio acquisition latency around 9ms. The 
online system has been implemented in a standard computer with an USB sound card 
input, and a GUI was developed for demonstration purposes. 
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Resum 
En aquest projecte es vol demostrar la viabilitat d’un sistema de reconeixement d’acords 
en temps real. Un sistema d’aquestes característiques, que pugui adquirir l’informació de 
l’àudio i reconèixer automàticament els acords en temps real, pot ser útil per a l’anàlisi 
musical en línia o per a l’ensenyament musical.  
El sistema utilitza característiques croma, les quals estan perfectament adaptades a la 
tasca de reconèixer acords automàticament. Durant la fase de desenvolupament del 
sistema, s'ha provat i comparat diversos classificadors basats en tècniques GMM, SVM, 
Parzen i KNN. Després d’obtenir del classificador la hipòtesi d’acord a nivell de segment, 
s’aplica una tècnica de post-processament que té en compte les probabilitats a-priori de 
transició entre acords.  
Els resultats obtinguts amb tres bases de dades consistents en seqüències d’acords 
provinents d’una guitarra mostren que el sistema pot aconseguir taxes de reconeixement 
per sobre del 95% per a una latència total d’aproximadament 0.4 segons, sent la latència 
d’adquisició d’àudio d’aproximadament 9ms. El sistema en temps real s’ha implementat 
en un ordinador estàndard i una targeta de so externa que es connecta al PC via USB, i 
s’ha desenvolupat una interfície gràfica a efectes demostratius. 
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Resumen 
En este proyecto se pretende demostrar la viabilidad de un sistema de reconocimiento 
de acordes en tiempo real. Un sistema de estas características, que pueda adquirir la 
información de audio y automáticamente reconocer los acordes, puede ser útil para 
análisis musical en línea o para enseñanza musical. 
Nuestro sistema utiliza características croma, las cuales están perfectamente adaptadas 
a la tarea de reconocer acordes automáticamente. Durante la fase de desarrollo del 
sistema, se han probado y comprado varios clasificadores basados en técnicas GMM, 
SVM, Parzen y KNN. Después de obtener del clasificador la hipótesis de acorde a nivel 
de segmento, se aplica una técnica de pos-procesado que tiene en cuenta las 
probabilidades a priori de transición entre acordes. 
Los resultados obtenidos con tres bases de datos consistentes en secuencias de 
acordes provenientes de una guitarra muestran que el sistema puede lograr tasas de 
reconocimiento por encima del 95% para una latencia total de 0.4 segundos, siendo la 
latencia de adquisición de audio de aproximadamente 9ms. El sistema en tiempo real se 
ha implementado en un ordenador estándar y una tarjeta de sonido externa que se 
conecta al PC vía USB, y se ha desarrollado una interfaz gráfica con propósito 
demostrativo.  
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1. Introduction 
A chord is a combination of notes played simultaneously by an instrument or multiple 
instruments, which happens in a song or a musical piece. Automatic chord recognition 
could be useful to someone who is learning to play and wants to know which chord is 
being played, or for automatic labelling of music databases. 
The focus of this project is to automatically recognize in real time chords coming from a 
given instrument, (a guitar in our experiments). The project main goals are to develop a 
musical chord recognition technique that suits the system requirements and achieves a 
good performance, and to implement with it a system for guitar chord recognition in real 
time.  
The proposed system was built with Matlab, to minimize the programming time and to be 
able to focus on the research and testing part. To perform the recognition in real time, we 
needed both fast algorithms and fast audio acquisition. To achieve the first condition, we 
used several toolboxes that were built in C and compiled in Matlab. To satisfy the second 
condition, an external soundcard was needed; in our case we used a Roland Duo-
Capture MK2. This soundcard can acquire audio signal with low latency with a sampling 
frequency of 44100Hz or 48000Hz, and 24 bits per sample. Of course, a computer with a 
USB connection was needed, and also an instrument with a Jack output. 
1.1. Considered toolboxes 
The main reference of this project is the chord recognition system (2009) from Dan 
Ellis[1]. The understanding of the technique used and its code was the first step to start 
developing our own system. 
1.1.1. Real time 
As our system is intended to work in real time, a very low audio signal acquisition latency 
(besides fast recognition algorithms) from the external soundcard is needed, in order to 
show the recognized chords almost simultaneously as the user plays the instrument. The 
first toolbox that was considered was Data Acquisition Toolbox[2] from Mathworks. 
Although it seemed to be useful to our problem, it was only compatible with a few devices, 
listed in the Data Acquisition Toolbox webpage. Our audio acquisition device was not one 
of these compatible devices so we needed to find a different tool to perform the 
acquisition. After some search, we found PsychToolbox[3], a Matlab toolbox that allowed 
us to use the internal drivers of the external soundcard instead of the ones installed in the 
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OS. The acquisition latency achieved is about 9ms, with a sample frequency of 44100Hz, 
which is low enough for our purposes. 
1.1.2. Features 
To extract the chroma features, we used the ISPToolbox[4], which is a toolbox intended 
to music information retrieval. In this toolbox we find the necessary functions to compute 
the chromagram of a segment. 
1.1.3. Classifiers 
To tune and test all the considered classifiers, we used several toolboxes: 
PRTools[5] is a Matlab framework with a lot of implemented classifiers. This toolbox was 
used to train and test Parzen classifiers, neural networks, K-nearest neighbours, LDC 
and QDC, and also the preliminary tests, that took into account many more classifiers. 
This toolbox was also used to test the feature reduction techniques MDA and PCA. 
The toolbox FastICA[6] allowed us to test the ICA technique to reduce the number of 
features used by the system.  
LIBSVM[7] is a toolbox that allowed us to train and test support vector machines with 
more control over the parameters of the classifier, unlike PRTools, where the optimization 
was automatic. 
GMM-GMR v2.0[8] is focused on Gaussian mixture models, which is a classifier that is 
not available in PRTools. 
Also, it was used a forward Viterbi algorithm implemented in Matlab and found in the File 
Exchange page of Mathworks[9]. This function was modified during this project to get a 
faster calculation of the algorithm. 
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1.2. Workplan 
1.2.1. Milestones and Packages 
WP# Task# Short title Milestone / deliverable Date (week) 
1 1 State-of-the-art search State-of-the-art review 14/02/2014 
1 2 Database recording Chord database 15/04/2014 
1 3 Feature study 
Preliminar prototype design 
30/03/2014 
1 4 Classifier study 15/04/2014 
2 1 Audio drivers and real time Real time subsystem 28/02/2014 
2 2 Offline prototype system 
developing 
Offline framework 31/03/02014 
2 3 Real time system developing Real time system 15/05/2014 
3 4 Graphical interface Complete application 30/06/2014 
3 1 Project proposal Project proposal document 11/03/2014 
3 2 Critical design review 
Critical design review 
document 
15/04/2014 
3 3 Final review Final review document 10/07/2014 
3 4 Presentation slides Slides 23/07/2014 
Table 1. Milestones and workpackages
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1.2.2. Gantt Diagram 
 
 
Figure 1. Gantt Diagram 
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1.3. Deviations from the initial workplan  
While some tasks were completed very soon, the completion of the classifier design and 
evaluation was delayed. Due to the long time that we needed to evaluate properly the 
large set of classifiers that we initially considered, this task took more time than expected.  
In the initial Work Plan, April was allocated for developing the two prototypes (offline and 
real time) and the critical review. However, the development of what we called the offline 
prototype, that is a framework to test the various considered classifiers, was started and 
finished in March, as it was needed to compare the various classifiers. Also, the real time 
prototype development started in February - once the problem of achieving low latency 
audio acquisition was solved. 
The integration of the entire project into a graphical interface took much long than 
expected in the beginning, so as the Final review. We predicted that these two tasks 
would be completed in middle June, but were not completed until the beginning of July. 
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2. State of the art of the technology used in this thesis 
The main goal of a chord recognition system is to provide a label for each input audio 
segment or frame. The main steps to perform this task are: feature extraction, 
classification and post-processing. Several techniques to perform each of these three 
steps have been reported. 
Wei [10] proposed a system based on chroma features and a Keynote-Dependent HMM, 
that is, several HMM [11] have to be build, each one for a different tonic note. This 
technique is used taking into account that the transition probability between notes may 
vary depending on the tonic note of the song. 
Khadkevich and Omologo [12] introduced a new way to calculate the features. Instead of 
using a chromagram, their system uses an harmonic reassigned chromagram. It can be 
obtained by reassigning the bins of the chromagram recalculating the time and frequency 
coordinates. By doing this, better time and frequency resolution is obtained. To classify 
the frames, this system uses a multi-stream HMM to separate bass and treble. Although 
this method has efficient algorithms to perform the transformation, right now it is hard to 
tell if it would be fast enough for our system. 
Sheh and Ellis [13] used chroma features to describe the frames and HMM as models. 
Also, the training chroma features are normalized with respect to the root note of each 
chord. 
Oudre, Grenier and Févotte [14] introduced a chord recognition system based on 
templates instead of statistical models. These templates are build taking into account the 
3 main notes of each chord and several harmonics. Then, a distance between each 
template and the input chroma vector is computed to decide which the chord is. Also, 
there is a step of post-processing, using low pass filtering or median filtering, to take 
advantage of the temporal redundancy, given that this system does not use HMM. This 
approach is very fast and, according to their experiments, very reliable. However, given 
that the models they use are meant to polyphonic mixes, it is not clear if it would work for 
our system.  
Cabral, Pachet and Briot [15] presented a chord recognition system based on high level 
audio descriptors, extracted with a method called Extractor Discovery System developed 
by SONY CSL. This technique is useful to extract automatically the more relevant high 
level features of a given input vector. Then, a machine learning method is applied to the 
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extracted features. Due to the fact that EDS is proprietary software, we do not have 
access to the details of the algorithm implementation, so it is not useful for this project. 
Also, this year the tenth MIREX[16] (Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange) is 
going to take place. MIREX 2014 will involve 20 audio-related tasks, like structural 
segmentation, tempo estimation, cover song identification and of course chord estimation. 
This last task concers polyphonic mixes instead of just one instrument, which is the main 
difference with our project. 
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3. Methodology / project development:  
3.1. Real time system 
As the system needs to work in real time, it is required that the audio acquisition is 
performed quickly. For this reason, we need an audio acquisition-dedicated device that 
acquires the signal with a very low latency. 
The device used in this project is a Roland Duo-Capture MK2[17] (Figure 2, 
http://www.thomann.de/es/roland_ua_11_duo_capture_mkii.htm), which acquires the 
audio signal with a sampling frequency of 44100Hz with a latency of ~9ms. 
 
Figure 2. Roland UA-11 Duo-Capture MK2 
This device, which costs approximately 70€, allows to perform a low latency analog-to-
digital conversion and sends the data to a computer via a USB port. 
3.2. Chords 
The chords that this system will recognize are triad chords, which are composed of three 
notes. The first note is the first degree, tonic or root, which gives the name to the chord; 
the second note is the third degree; and the third note is the fifth degree. 
There can be several variations to these notes and the semitones between them, but in 
this project we will assume that the fifth degree is always 7 semitones higher than the first. 
Also, the third degree can be major (4 semitones higher than the first) or minor (3 
semitones higher than the first). Both cases will be considered, and are depicted in 
Tables 2 and 3, respectively. 
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Chord First degree Major third Fifth degree 
C C E G 
C# C# F G# 
D D F# A 
D# D# G A# 
E E G# B 
F F A C 
F# F# A# C# 
G G B D 
G# G# C D# 
A A C# E 
A# A# D F 
B B D# F# 
 Table 2. Major chord notes 
Chord First degree Minor third Fifth degree 
Cm C D# G 
C#m C# E G# 
Dm D F A 
D#m D# F# A# 
Em E G B 
Fm F G# C 
F#m F# A C# 
Gm G A# D 
G#m G# B D# 
Am A C E 
A#m A# C# F 
Bm B D F# 
Table 3. Minor chord notes 
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3.3. Segmentation 
Segmentation could be done uniformly, with a fixed segment length, independently of the 
audio content. However, it is quite common among offline chord recognition systems to 
use a beat tracking algorithm [18] in order to perform an intelligent segmentation that can 
improve the uniform segmentation. However, a beat tracking-based segmentation in real 
time could not be feasible because of its latency. 
To test if a uniform segmentation would be enough for our purposes, we performed two 
chord recognition tests over Chris Harte's Beatles Chord Transcription data[19]: the first 
by segmenting the audio with an offline beat tracking algorithm and the second with a 
uniform segmentation (with a window of 360 ms, which was the mean of the duration of 
the segments obtained by the beat tracking algorithm). The results showed that there was 
no big difference: 42.3% of train error with the beat tracking algorithm and 43.6% of train 
error with a uniform segmentation. 
From now on, a uniform segmentation will be employed, and a segment will mean a 
portion of audio of 360ms. 
3.4. Chroma features 
To extract from the audio signal a set of features that are relevant with respect to the 
musical content, we need to apply some kind of transformation to the signal. 
Fujishima[20] introduced the Pitch Class Profiles, also known as Chroma features. These 
features transcribe each segment of an audio signal into a 12-dimensional vector. Every 
component represents the spectral energy of each semi tone, regardless of the octave. 
To extract a set of chroma features for each audio segment, first we need to calculate the 
chromagram, which is the frame-wise chroma representation. It is obtained by first 
calculating a DFT magnitude spectrogram and then compacting the whole spectrum in 12 
semitones. In our system, frame windows of 4096 samples (9.288ms with a sample 
frequency of 44100Hz) length will be used, with 1024 (2.322ms) samples of shifting 
between consecutive ones.  
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Figure 3. Chromagram 
An example of frame-based chromagram is displayed in Figure 3. As can be seen in it, 
approximately the first 100 frames have a high value in the C#, E and A semitones, which 
means an A chord. Given that the sound of the guitar is not stationary but fluctuates, we 
need to average this chromagram over each whole segment. The result for the above 
mentioned segment length of 360ms, i.e. 15.5 frames, is shown in Figure 4. Notice that 
now the notes are clearer. 
 
Figure 4. Chroma  features 
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Although we previously said that these chords are made of three notes, five high-energy 
bands (partials) can be observed in Figure 4. In fact, the two additional notes are 
harmonics of some of the 3 notes. That can be checked with the previous example of the 
A chord, which has the three main notes A, C# and E.  
Note First harmonic (2f) Second harmonic (3f) 
A A E 
C# C# G# 
E E B 
Table 4. Chord harmonics 
Note in Table 4 that the first and second harmonic of the root note (in this example, A) do 
not vary the chromagram, given that the first is the same note and the second is already 
present in the chord. The same is true for the first harmonic of the other two main notes. 
However, as we can see in the chromagram from Figure 5, the two extra partials are the 
second harmonics of the third and fifth note (in this example, C# and E) of the chord. 
 
Figure 5. Chord harmonics 
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3.5. Dataset recording 
The main dataset was recorded by playing the twelve-bar blues (with quick change) for 
each of the 12 semitones, in major and minor tone, so 25 classes exist (including the 
“silence” class). The following diagram (Table 5, http://www.tabs4acoustic.com/cours-
guitare/blues-for-beginners-174.html) is the main structure of the progression that was 
used to record the dataset. The first degree is the root note, the forth degree is 5 
semitones higher and the fifth degree is 7 semitones higher. 
 
Table 5. 12-bar blues with quick change progression 
For example, if we wanted to play the 12-bar blues progression in A, we would play the 
following chords (Table 6). 
Chord A D A A D D A A E D A E 
Degree I IV I I IV IV I I V IV I V 
Table 6. 12-bar blues progression in A 
After all of the progressions were recorded (24 progressions, one for each chord), this 
main dataset was split in two datasets: train dataset (which contains the 70% of the main 
dataset) and test dataset. The train dataset contains 1877 chroma vectors, and the train 
dataset contains 787 chroma vectors. The distribution of the vectors among the datasets 
is detailed in Table 7. 
 
 
 
Class 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
Train 64 71 73 70 71 70 66 70 70 67 72 70 73 
Test 27 30 31 30 30 29 28 29 29 28 30 29 30 
Table 7. Distribution of vectors among classes in the dataset 
Class 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Train 223 68 70 69 61 68 63 67 73 66 70 72 
Test 95 29 30 29 26 28 26 28 30 27 29 30 
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Both train and test datasets are obtained by randomly picking up vectors from the main 
dataset. 
To develop the considered classifiers, only the training dataset was used , leaving the 
test dataset for the testing section. Additionally to this test dataset, which comes from the 
initial recordings like the train dataset, two more test datasets were recorded later on. 
3.6. Feature reduction 
Feature reduction techniques are based on transforming the data to a space of fewer 
dimensions. These techniques are helpful to make the system more computationally 
feasible and often they increase the performance of the classifier with respect to 
classifying the non-transformed data. In this project were tested three of these 
techniques: PCA, MDA and ICA. However, the results were not good and we discarded 
its use.  
It is not surprising that these techniques were not successful for this application, given 
that the twelve features are all equally important to discriminate between chords. 
3.7. Considered classifiers 
Before starting to perform intensive tests for a group of selected classifiers, a large test 
was made to select the best classifiers for this application. The tested classifiers were 
GMM, SVM, NN, Parzen, Trees, KNN, LDC and QDC, and at the end we only selected 
four of them. 
3.7.1. GMM 
A GMM classifier [21] is based on modelling the training data with a weighted 
combination of multi-variate Gaussians distributions. Means, variances and weights have 
to be estimated from the data. By doing this we obtain a statistical model for each class. 
These type of classifiers are called generative as to obtain a model for a class only 
samples from that class are considered. 
For example, in a 2-dimensional space, if we had for one class the data distribution 
depicted in Figure 6 (http://pypr.sourceforge.net/mog.html), we could model it with a 
combination of three gaussians.  
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Figure 6. GMM example 
To classify a new sample, the Bayesian probabilities (likelihoods) for that sample 
obtained from the GMM of all the classes are computed, and the class that shows higher 
probability is chosen.  
3.7.2. SVM 
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [22] are discriminative classifiers that are designed to 
separate two classes optimally by maximizing the margin between the sets of samples of 
each class. This separation is made by calculating the support vector (Figure 7, 
http://cnx.org/content/m13131/1.2/) that allows us to separate linearly the classes, taking 
into account the distance between the samples and this support vector.  
 
Figure 7. Support vector machine example 
Also, if a linear separation in the feature space is not enough, a kernel function can be 
used, in order to implicitly map the samples into a new high dimension feature space. 
This mapping often leads to more separable classes. Kernels can be radial-basis 
functions (RBF), polynomials, and others. 
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3.7.3. KNN 
The KNN classifier [23] looks for the K nearest samples from the training data that are 
closer to the tested sample (Figure 8, http://mayuresha.wordpress.com/2013/04/16/291/), 
and labels that sample with the label that is predominant in the set of K labels. 
 
Figure 8. KNN example 
3.7.4. Parzen classifier 
The Parzen classifier [24] is quite similar to the GMM classifier, but instead of calculating 
the means and the variances of the whole dataset for each class, it computes the 
histogram of each class by summing up as many gaussians as samples (Figure 9, 
https://www.byclb.com/TR/Tutorials/neural_networks/ch11_1.htm), so that all have the 
same fixed variance and each one is centred on a sample. 
In Figure 9, we can see the estimation of the probability density function, by using Parzen 
windows of variance 3 (parameter hn), centred on each sample. 
 
Figure 9. Parzen example 
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3.8. Post-processing. The Viterbi algorithm 
After taking into account a median filter, a low pass filter and the Viterbi algorithm [11], 
the last one was selected because it adds “intelligent” information (according to the train 
database) instead of just changing recognition labels depending on its neighbourhood. 
However, the Viterbi algorithm is commonly used in offline applications, so we had to 
implement the Viterbi algorithm differently in order to use it in our real time application. 
The implemented Viterbi algorithm takes into account the prior probability      of each 
class and probabilities of transition from class j to class i             (the probability of 
transition between classes). For a given time segment t and a given chord class i, an 
accumulated probability is computed by multiplying the probability (or likelihood)       
assigned by the classifier by those two probabilities and adding along all possible 
previous classes, like is expressed in the following equation.  
             
 
                                     
Once the matrix of accumulated probabilities is built in that way, the back-tracing allows 
us to find the optimal path. Indeed, for each matrix element the value of the index j that 
maximizes the expression must be kept to make possible that back-tracing.  
Since the Viterbi algorithm is applied once the system has acquired all the segments, it is 
suited for offline applications. 
The transition matrix and the prior probabilities were obtained from Chris Harte's Beatles 
Chord Transcription data [19], which contains only major and minor chords.  
3.8.1. Offline Viterbi algorithm 
The classical offline Viterbi algorithm was the first option to perform the post-processing. 
An online decision for each segment is taken from the output of the selected classifier, 
and at the end of the file the Viterbi algorithm is applied to the whole input data. 
The chosen Viterbi algorithm [9] was not entirely optimized for Matlab applications (It 
worked with values instead of vectors and matrices), so the code had to be adapted. After 
this optimization was done, the global time performance of the algorithm increased a lot, 
as shown in Table 9. 
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Execution time Original Viterbi algorithm 
(?) 
Modified Viterbi algorithm 
Train Dataset (1877 
vectors) 
58.164 4.99 
Test Dataset (787 vectors) 23.358 2.131 
Table 8. Viterbi algorithm execution time (in seconds) 
With this technique, the best sequence of states (chords) is not known until the end of the 
execution. For this reason, the shown segment label in the real time application is 
decided only by the selected classifier. 
3.8.2. Viterbi algorithm and voting 
Another option is to apply the Viterbi algorithm to get a decision segment by segment. To 
restrict the number of calculations, the algorithm only takes into account the present 
segment and the nineteen past segments, so the chord label for each segment is 
estimated 20 times. To take advantage of this information, the program keeps these 
results and decides the final chord label by voting (Figure 10). Obviously, the chord label 
of the present segment only has been calculated once, so there could be differences 
between what we have seen in the real time algorithm and the final results. 
 
Figure 10. Votes per segment 
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This technique should provide more accurate results than just using the selected 
classifier, because there are 20 label hypothesis for each segment. However, the 
computational cost is quite high. 
3.8.3. Accumulated probability from the forward algorithm 
Instead of performing back-tracing for each segment and the previous nineteen, another 
technique consists of using only the accumulated probability of each segment given by 
the forward algorithm, that is, to decide to which class belongs the current segment, the 
program chooses the one that has the highest accumulated probability given by the 
following expression:  
           ∑                                 
  
   
 
The decision for segment t is done in the following way: 
              
 
          
Table 8 shows the accumulated probability matrix for our 25 classes and for 6 segments. 
Notice that, for each segment, almost all the probability is concentrated on the true class. 
This technique has a lower computational cost than the previous technique and it is still 
an online approach. It is depicted in the diagram of Figure 11. 
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Class / segment 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 0.967967 6.84E-35 1.44E-38 1.44E-38 1.44E-38 1.44E-38 
2 3.40E-11 9.02E-37 9.87E-39 9.87E-39 9.87E-39 9.87E-39 
3 5.88E-20 9.12E-37 1.00E-38 1.00E-38 1.00E-38 1.00E-38 
4 3.39E-05 9.01E-37 1.32E-38 1.32E-38 1.32E-38 1.32E-38 
5 1.04E-08 8.52E-37 9.33E-39 9.33E-39 9.33E-39 9.33E-39 
6 3.57E-07 8.92E-37 1.92E-38 1.92E-38 1.92E-38 1.92E-38 
7 1.12E-10 8.56E-37 9.37E-39 9.37E-39 9.37E-39 9.37E-39 
8 0.000141 8.91E-37 9.77E-39 9.77E-39 9.77E-39 9.77E-39 
9 0.031666 1.03E-36 1.17E-38 1.17E-38 1.17E-38 1.17E-38 
10 2.81E-07 8.78E-37 9.63E-39 9.63E-39 9.63E-39 9.63E-39 
11 2.70E-07 1 1 1 1 1 
12 3.28E-16 9.25E-37 1.02E-38 1.02E-38 1.02E-38 1.02E-38 
13 2.92E-09 8.69E-37 9.53E-39 9.53E-39 9.53E-39 9.53E-39 
14 1.67E-06 9.14E-37 1.00E-38 1.00E-38 1.00E-38 1.00E-38 
15 0.000178 9.24E-37 1.01E-38 1.01E-38 1.01E-38 1.01E-38 
16 8.08E-06 9.17E-37 1.01E-38 1.01E-38 1.01E-38 1.01E-38 
17 1.48E-06 9.14E-37 1.00E-38 1.00E-38 1.00E-38 1.00E-38 
18 3.49E-07 8.99E-37 9.86E-39 9.86E-39 9.86E-39 9.86E-39 
19 1.58E-18 8.80E-37 9.65E-39 9.65E-39 9.65E-39 9.65E-39 
20 3.96E-09 1.04E-10 6.94E-37 9.86E-39 9.86E-39 9.86E-39 
21 9.17E-07 9.00E-37 9.88E-39 9.88E-39 9.88E-39 9.88E-39 
22 8.84E-12 8.81E-37 9.66E-39 9.66E-39 9.66E-39 9.66E-39 
23 3.87E-33 9.14E-37 1.00E-38 1.00E-38 1.00E-38 1.00E-38 
24 1.91E-13 9.02E-37 9.89E-39 9.89E-39 9.89E-39 9.89E-39 
25 1.50E-13 9.18E-37 1.01E-38 1.01E-38 1.01E-38 1.01E-38 
Table 9. Accumulated algorithm probabilities 
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3.9. Block diagram 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Block diagram 
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4. Results 
This chapter is divided into two sections: development and testing. The first section is 
focused on tuning the selected classifiers and obtaining an optimized classifier (one of 
each type) for this application. This procedure was carried out using the n-fold cross 
validation technique. 
The second section aims at testing the optimized classifiers with datasets that were not 
used to develop these classifiers. 
4.1. Classifier development 
We started performing a large number of tests in order to observe the performance of a 
large set of classifiers, and then we selected for a second stage the classifiers that 
showed the higher recognition rates. Those preliminar tests were carried out without 
using n-fold cross validation (described below). From those tests, four classifiers were 
selected that had a recognition error below 10%, while the others got results above this 
value. 
To tune all the considered classifiers, the n-fold cross validation (n=10) technique was 
adopted. This method, illustrated in Figure 12, is based on splitting the whole training 
dataset in 10 subsets. Then, a given classifier is trained using 9 of these subsets (named 
training dataset) and its performance is tested using the remaining one (named 
development dataset). This method is repeated with every combination of training dataset 
and development dataset, and the average development error is obtained. This measure 
allows us to tune the parameters of each classifier, and also to compare among 
classifiers (before the test dataset is used to compute the final error). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12. n-fold cross validation 
For each classifier type, a table is attached showing the results of the best classifier for all 
the performed tests. The values in parenthesis correspond to the variance within the 10 
folds. 
Experiment 1 Dev Train 
Experiment 2 Dev Train 
Experiment 3 Dev Train 
Experiment n Dev Train 
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4.1.1. GMM 
The only parameter considered to optimize the GMM classifier was the number of 
gaussians per class. The considered values where from 1 to 10, since beyond the the 
value 10, the program started to report errors because the algorithm detected empty 
clusters. 
Number of gaussians 10-fold cross validation 
Train error Development error 
5 1.79% (±0.000373%) 4.95% (±0.01977%) 
Table 10. GMM train and development error 
Obviously, the train error is significantly lower than the development error, given that the 
train dataset contains the samples that have been used to build the classifier that is being 
tested. It is appropriate to mention too that the variance of the development error is 
significantly low. This information tells us that this is a very steady classifier that with 
different datasets produces almost the same outcomes. 
4.1.2. SVM 
To optimize an SVM classifier with an RBF kernel, two parameters had to be tuned: Cost 
(C) and Gamma (). C is related to the penalty parameter for misclassified samples, and 
 is the parameter of the RBF kernel function. These two parameters had to be tested 
within a rank of values; C was tested between 2-5 and 215 and was tested between 2-15 
and 213.  
C  10-fold cross validation 
Train error Development error 
28 21.57894736842105 2.1727% (±0.0069%) 4.9203% (±1.769%) 
Table 11. SVM train and development error 
It is worth to notice that the development error is slightly better than the development 
error produced by the GMM classifier, but the variance is much higher. This warns us that 
this classifier may not be much stable in terms of development error for this application. 
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4.1.3. KNN 
To optimize a KNN classifier the number K of neighbours needed to be optimized. The 
values taken into account were from 1 to 20, and then 30, 40, 50 and 60. 
K nearest neighbours 10-fold cross validation 
Train error Development error 
5 4.91% (±0.00144%) 7.02% (±0.029362%) 
Table 12. KNN train and development error 
This classifier is slightly worse than GMM and SVM, in terms of both train and 
development error.  
4.1.4. Parzen classifier 
The variance of the Gaussian functions used to train the statistic model is the only 
parameter from the Parzen classifier that needs to be optimized. This parameter (V) was 
tested between 2-35 and 2-1.  
v 10-fold cross validarion 
Train error Development error 
2-5.5385 1.21% (±4.4535e-05%) 6.62% (±0.009479%) 
Table 13. Parzen classifier train and development error 
The performance of this classifier is slightly better than the KNN one (in terms of mean 
and variance) but it is quite far from the performance of the GMM classifier. 
4.2. Classifier testing 
To test the tuned classifiers, 3 datasets were taken into account, additionally to the train 
dataset. The first test dataset is built from vectors from the initial recording session 
(where the train dataset was obtained from). The second dataset is a succession of all 
the chords found in the first octave of a guitar in order of appearance (from low chords to 
high chords). The third test dataset is a simple song that combines major and minor 
chords, and it is the only dataset that has a musical meaning, that is, the transitions 
between chords are not random or pre-fixed. 
In this section, our train dataset is the union of the previous train and development 
datasets. The final results are detailed in Table 14. 
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 Train error Test error 1 Test error 2 Test error 3 
GMM 
5 gaussians 
1.81% 4.07% 3.6% 3.61% 
SVM 
C = 28 
21.57894736842105 
2.91% 4.45% 7.43% 10.84% 
KNN 
5 neighbours 
4.85% 4.83% 6.76% 14.46% 
Parzen classifier 
v = 2-5.5385 
1.23% 5.34% 6.31% 13.25% 
Table 14. Train and test error for each classifier  
Analysing the results, clearly the best classifier for this application is the GMM classifier, 
which outperforms the other classifiers in all the tests performed. Once the classifier is 
chosen, we need to test it with the three post-processing techniques described above and 
select the best one. 
4.3. Post-processing testing 
The results of all the Viterbi-based techniques are detailed in Table 15. 
 Train error Test1 error Test2 error Test3 error 
ML 1.86% 4.07% 3.6% 3.61% 
Offline Viterbi 1.44% 5.08% 3.83% 7.23% 
Viterbi-by-voting 0.1598% 4.57% 4.05% 8.43% 
Accumulated probability 1.17% 4.07% 3.38% 2.41% 
Table 15. Post-processing testing 
As seen clearly in the results, the best method is using the accumulated probability. This 
post-processing technique outperforms the other methods in almost all the tests. In the 
train test, however, the winner is the Viterbi by voting, where we obtain almost a 0% of 
train error. This difference between the train and the test errors using the Viterbi-by-voting 
technique suggest us that this post-processing technique is clearly overfitted. 
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5. Budget 
This project has been built using Matlab and using several free opensource toolboxes. An 
Asus K53SD laptop was considered, which cost 600€. We considered 4 years of 
amortization and only 5 months of use in this project. 
The used materials are a USB sound card Roland UA-11 Duo Capture MK2 and a male-
male audio jack cable to connect the guitar to the USB sound card. 
Also, it is required to have a Matlab license. If the university does not provide one, the 
Matlab student suite costs 69€. 
Additionally, the cost of a junior engineer is described in the budget. It is calculated 
considering a total cost of 10€ per hour, 40 hours per week and 5 months of work. 
The complete budget is detailed in Table 16. 
Job Salary/hour Hours/week Weeks Cost 
Junior engineer €          10.00 40 20 €   8,000.00 
Item Price Quantity Cost 
Roland Duo Capture MK2 €          70.00 1 €         70.00 
1/4" audio jack male male €          10.00 1 €         10.00 
Matlab Student Suite €          69.00 1 €         69.00 
Asus K53SD Laptop €          62.50 1 €         62.50 
   Total €   8,211.50 
Table 16. Budget 
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6. Conclusions and future work  
A real time chord recognition system is proposed in this project. The main steps are the 
acquisition (with low latency dedicated hardware), feature extraction (chroma features), 
classification and post-processing of the classification. The experiments had shown that a 
real time chord recognition system for one instrument is feasible, by being capable of 
handling the chord recognition in a signal segment every 360ms and obtaining good 
recognition rates. 
The real time behaviour has been possible thanks to the low latency acquisition with a 
dedicated soundcard, a Roland Duo Capture MK2, fast algorithms built in C and compiled 
in Matlab with MEX and the optimization of the Viterbi algorithm to work with vectors and 
matrices instead of single values.  
As seen in the results section, the recognition rate of our system has been above 95% for 
the three test datasets, which outperforms our first expectations. This results show that a 
system of this kind is feasible. However, we must take into account that, given that the 
system is only prepared to recognize major and minor chords coming from just one 
instrument, our recognition rate is higher than the systems that are prepared to recognize 
the chords from polyphonic music tracks.  
Our main goal was to use it as a standalone program for automatic chord labelling or for 
learning. Also, a system like this could be useful as a module for more complex 
applications, such as real time song checking or chord recognition for multiple 
instruments (several chord recognition systems working together, each one performing 
the recognition for only one instrument). 
Although we demonstrated the feasibility of a real time chord recognition system for one 
instrument by providing good recognition rates for a latency of 0.4 seconds, there is still 
room for improvements and extensions. The first improvement that should be considered 
is to add more classes, such as 7th, 9th, “add” and “sus” chords.  
The system could also be extended to several harmonic styles, such as rock, pop, blues, 
etc. 
Another improvement could be to implement this system in C++ in order to speed it up 
and making it independent from Matlab. The tests could be made more meaningful for 
real applications by using different guitars or acquisition hardware to record a diverse 
dataset for both training and testing. 
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The results could be improved by dynamic training, using the segments labeled by the 
automatic system to retrain the models and making them more accurate. 
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Glossary 
GMM: Gaussian mixture models 
SVM: Support vector machine 
NN: Neural network 
KNN: K-Nearest Neighbours 
RBF: Radial basis function 
